Abstract-The design of code-division multiple-access (CDMA) transmission systems for satellite communications requires an appropriate consideration of the distortion effects due to on-board nonlinear amplification. The aim of this paper is to provide an analytical framework for the evaluation of the in-band nonlinear distortion effects on the performance of CDMA systems. Both synchronous systems with orthogonal codes and asynchronous systems are considered. It is first shown that, when the users accessing the channel have the same power and their number is sufficiently large, the nonlinear distortion in the decision variables at the receiver can be simply described by a complex scale factor, which depends on the high-power-amplifier (HPA) characteristics only, and an additive noise, which is uncorrelated to the useful signal. Moreover, an analytical formulation of the bit error probability and the total degradation as a function of the output back-off and number of users is given. In the results, which are obtained for three classes of HPA models (i.e., the traveling wave tube amplifier, the solid-state power amplifier, and the amplifier with ideal predistortion), the performance and the capacity of power-limited systems is also discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE attention to code-division multiple-access (CDMA) techniques applied to commercial satellite systems for personal communications and wireless access to multimedia services has recently grown. Some systems exploit the ability of CDMA to manage the access with minimum coordination among users (asynchronous CDMA) [1] , [2] , whereas other systems use orthogonal CDMA in order to achieve a greater system capacity [3] , [4] .
Generally, in the up-link of satellite systems (from earth to the satellite), the presence of nonlinear devices at the transmitter represents a minor issue. On the contrary, in the down-link (from the satellite to earth), the sum of many components coming from different synchronous or asynchronous users forms a multichannel transmitted signal, characterized by a large peak-toaverage factor, which could be severely distorted by a nonlinear high-power amplifier (HPA). Moreover, also in the downlink of terrestrial CDMA cellular systems, where the transmitted signal is a sum of many synchronous components, the nonlinear effects could have a nonnegligible role.
The nonlinear distortion at the transmitter generates interference both inside and outside the signal bandwidth. The former component determines a degradation of the system bit error rate and the system capacity; the latter component produces undesired out-of-band emissions which could affects adjacent systems [4] - [6] . In this case, nonlinear distortion effects could be mitigated by backing off the amplifier at the expense of the link budget or by implementing a predistortion technique [5] .
The aim of this paper is to provide an analytical framework for the evaluation of performance and capacity degradation due to in-band nonlinear distortion effects in CDMA systems for satellite communications. The performance figures herein considered include the bit error probability (BEP) and the total degradation (TD), both functions of the output back-off (OBO), number of users, and maximum available output power. It is important to emphasize that for those applications where out-of-band emissions are not the most critical limitation the minimum of TD against OBO provides an indication of the best tradeoff between the power efficiency of the amplifier and the performance degradation [5] . However, when the spectral emission mask imposed by regulatory bodies are too stringent to be satisfied, the HPA could be forced to operate at an OBO larger than the one correspondent to the minimum TD; in this case, the relationship between TD and OBO allows the evaluation of the power efficiency of the system for the chosen working point.
Up to now, in the literature, nonlinear distortion effects in CDMA transmission have been investigated by using the simulation in [4] and [6] . With respect to previous investigations, the analytical evaluation proposed here allows an easy and accurate assessment of the performance degradation in CDMA satellite systems as a function of the main system parameters, receiver strategies, and synchronization among users. Moreover, it allows us to set up a framework for the investigation of the capacity of power-limited systems.
This paper considers both synchronous systems with orthogonal codes (orthogonal CDMA) and asynchronous systems with pseudorandom and random codes (asynchronous CDMA), with different chip waveforms. Starting from the similarities between the CDMA signal and the orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) signal obtained by means of the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) [7] of the modulation symbols (both are composite signals where each component is characterized by an orthogonal or quasi-orthogonal sequence of "chips"), it first investigates by simulation the conditions which allow the application to CDMA systems of the extended 0090-6778/02$17.00 © 2002 IEEE Bussgang's theorem and the related theoretical characterization developed in [8] for OFDM signals. A framework similar to that of [8] , but limited to stationary signals and to signals with minimum bandwidth ( [8] is not limited to these cases but considers different chip waveforms), has been also considered in [9] and [10] , where the issue of power spectral density evaluation has been addressed. It is shown that, when the number of users accessing the channel is sufficiently large and they have the same power, as in a satellite transponder, the nonlinear distortion in the decision variables at the receiver can be simply described by a complex scale factor, which depends on the HPA characteristics only, and an additive noise, which is uncorrelated to the useful signal. This description could be further extended to systems with users with different powers (like in cellular down-link), provided that the CDMA signal can be well approximated by the Gaussian statistics.
The paper discusses, for the different cases considered, how the BEP can be analytically evaluated using a Gaussian assumption for both nonlinear distortion noise and multiple access interference (MAI). Finally, an analytical expression for the TD is derived for BPSK and QPSK constellations. The results are obtained for the following classes of HPA models [11] : traveling wave tube (TWTA) [12] , solid-state power amplifiers (SSPAs) [17] , and amplifiers with ideal predistortion (IPAs).
The structure of the paper is as follows. Section II introduces the model of the CDMA system with the nonlinear channel, Section III characterizes the output of nonlinear block and the output of the receiver by applying the extended Bussgang's theorem [8] . Evaluation of the error probability and TD are carried out in Sections IV and V, respectively. Finally, the numerical results are shown and discussed in Section VI, and in Section VII conclusions are given.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
The system we want to investigate is a CDMA system where users share a common nonlinear channel with additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). The users may be synchronized, as in the downlink of a system for personal communication, or not, as in a system where a satellite acts as a transponder for terrestrial users. The equivalent block scheme of the considered CDMA system is depicted in Fig. 1 for the general case of asynchronous users: is the number of users and is the spreading factor.
The complex envelope of the signal obtained with the th code is (1) where is the symbol of user at the time index is the symbol time, is the chip time, is the amplitude of the unmodulated carrier, and (2) is the spreading waveform obtained with the spreading code . Here is the chip waveform; both time-limited and unlimited pulses are considered in the paper. The Fourier transform of is . Parameters are the delay and the phase shift for the user in the asynchronous applications where in most cases they are assumed to be independent random variables uniformly distributed in and in , respectively. In a synchronous application, they are set to zero for every user. The signals are assumed to have the same power. Symbols belong to an alphabet of elements, which depend on the modulation format adopted, and have the same probability. Two formats are investigated: for QPSK, the alphabet is , and for BPSK the alphabet is . Moreover, we assume that symbols are independent with zero mean and variance , i.e., for BPSK and for QPSK.
The CDMA signal at the input of the HPA (NL block in Fig. 1 ) becomes
The HPA is modeled by a nonlinear memoryless channel which is described by the AM-AM and AM-PM characteristics [11] , [12] . According to this model, the signal at the output of NL block is given by (4) where and are the AM-AM and AM-PM functions. Three different HPA models, whose descriptions are included in the Appendix, are considered in this paper.
At the th receiver, AWGN with one-sided power spectral density is introduced; the low-pass equivalent noise therefore has a power spectral density . The received signal, after coherent demodulation and phase recovery, is first processed by a filter matched to the chip waveform, whose response to is ; then, it is sampled at the instants , with an integer. We indicate the output of the filter as where is the signal component and is the thermal noise component, respectively. Its sampled version is . After the despreading obtained with the appropriate code sequence , the demodulated sequence at the input of the decision device (DD) becomes (5) In the absence of both nonlinear distortion and noise, i.e., and , we would have (6) and, when the pulse satisfies the Nyquist criterion, we have (7) where when for any . The term is the MAI contribution due to users with . For any specified set of spreading codes assigned to users in the CDMA system, the symbol error probability at the output of the DD should be evaluated by averaging the error probabilities conditioned to the transmission of each symbol of the modulation alphabet.
With BPSK and QPSK, we can directly evaluate the symbol error probability, , as follows: (8) where is a generic index is a generic modulation symbol, and is the decision region for symbol . Its evaluation requires the statistical characterization of the decision variable , when is fixed to . In fact, is a random variable that includes the random effects of noise and modulation symbols with ; in asynchronous systems, it may include the effects of delays and phase shifts, when they are assumed to be random variables.
However, the literature concerning CDMA asynchronous systems often consider the error probability averaged over a set of random codes (and over random delays and phase shifts), due to the possibility of easily handling the MAI term [14] , [15] through the standard Gaussian approximation. It is considered to be a good approximation of when and are sufficiently large. To account for this case, we also define the symbol error probability for random spreading codes, , as (9) where the decision variable also includes the random effects of coding.
In the next sections we will develop a suitable model for the decision variable which will allow an easy performance evaluation in the presence of a nonlinear channel. The BEP is the basis for the definition of the TD and the system capacity in power-limited situations.
III. EFFECTS OF NONLINEAR DISTORTION
In order to evaluate the system performance, in this section a statistical model for the decision variable , given by , is developed by taking into account the effects of the nonlinear channel.
Having in mind the similarities between the multichannel CDMA signal and the multicarrier OFDM signal, both obtained with the superposition of many elementary signals (multiplied by the spreading sequence in the first case and by the sequence of samples of a sine wave in the latter case), we try to extend the theoretical model proposed in [8] for OFDM systems to CDMA systems. More precisely, we want to apply the extended Bussgang's theorem to a CDMA signal provided that it can be modeled as a Gaussian signal. This approach is justified by considering that the signal at the input of the nonlinear block includes the sum of contributions which are uncorrelated and have the same statistics. If is sufficiently large, should become a complex Gaussian (nonstationary) random process as a consequence of the Central Limit Theorem. Of course, we should be careful when we want to extend this approach to a CDMA signal having its components with different power levels.
Since in many applications, especially in the asynchronous scenario, the number of users accessing the channel is not very large (it may be around 10% of the spreading factor without a multiuser receiver), this approach has to be carefully tested. A comparison between the simulated complementary cumulative distribution function (c.d.f.) of the in-phase and quadrature components of and the Gaussian c.d.f. was made in [13] which shows that the agreement with the theoretical curve is good with the exception of the tails (the tail effect is emphasized when the number of users is small). However, since our goal is to accurately model the decision variable, we will assume the CDMA to be Gaussian and apply the extended Bussgang's theorem. Then we will check the model on the decision variable.
When is fixed to and delays and phases are considered to be fixed, the CDMA signal belongs to a nonstationary random process with mean (10) and variance (11) Taking into account that for and , we obtain (12) where for BPSK and QPSK. It is possible to see that, for sufficiently high values of approaches zero. In fact, does not change with increasing , whereas increases with . By looking at (10), this also happens for any when phases and delays are random variables. In this case, it is possible to apply the theorems developed in [8] regarding bandpass memoryless nonlinearities with complex Gaussian nonstationary input. So, the output of the nonlinear block can be written as (13) where is a zero-mean (non-Gaussian) process uncorrelated to , i.e.,
and is a deterministic complex function given by (15) which becomes (16) The function depends on the nonlinear amplifier and on , and, therefore, is a periodic function with period , as can be easily verified by looking at (12) . It can be written as where is the average of . The periodic complex function can be expanded with its Fourier series (17) where (18) and . The output of the nonlinearity, as in (13), can be also written as
Let us now define and as the receiver filter responses to and , respectively. The receiver filter is assumed to be matched to , and its response to has the Fourier transform and . Using (19), we can write the output (without noise) of the th receiver, at a sampling time , as
where
is the undistorted component of the received signal and is an uncorrelated distortion term. Finally, by fixing , the decision variable after the despreader becomes (23) where is the undistorted MAI contribution in (21) due to users with is an additional MAI contribution in (22) due to users with , and is an additional variation of the useful term included in (22) with . The last two terms are due to the nonconstant behavior of they depend on the amplitude of and the ability of the receiver filter to reject the components . The component (24) (filtered by the receiver filter), which is uncorrelated to the other components, is named nonlinear distortion (NLD) noise as in [8] , whereas is the additive Gaussian complex noise having variance , when . We can conclude, by observing (23), that the effects of a bandpass memoryless nonlinearity on the CDMA signal with a sufficiently large number of equal power users lead to a modification of the "constellation" at the generic receiver with the introduction of a rotation, a global attenuation (both described by ), and an uncorrelated zero-mean noise, and with a change of the MAI component.
However, these modifications can be better specified in some cases of general interest, characterized by the property of having at the input of the nonlinearity a process with unconditioned variance independent of time , i.e., , where is the average power at the input of the nonlinearity. In these cases, becomes constant and therefore the coefficients of its series disappear, i.e., , leading to a decision variable in the form (25) This equation shows that the effects on the "constellation" are limited to a rotation and an attenuation, with respect to the linear case, of both useful and MAI components, and to an additive NLD noise. The rotation will be assumed to be compensated for before the decision process.
The above-mentioned cases, where (25) holds, are the following.
1) CDMA with rectangular chip waveform: when , for all , and in the range outside, variance becomes, from (12),
2) Synchronous CDMA with orthogonal codes and : a full set of orthogonal codes of length fulfill if otherwise, when , for all ; hence, variance becomes (27) which has period . The signal has the same behavior and the same properties of the OFDM signal investigated in [8] . As shown in [8] , is a constant when the chip waveform is rectangular or its Fourier transform is band-limited in the range ; moreover, when the chip waveform is band-limited in the range and is a raised cosine function with a small rolloff factor, the terms in (23) are much smaller than and may be neglected. We should remind ourselves that, in this case, MAI is absent. 3) Asynchronous CDMA: when , for all , and the delays are random variables uniformly distributed in the range , the CDMA signal is a random process that includes the effects of the random delays; its unconditioned variance is averaged over the delays resulting in (28)
In a system with random spreading codes, a further average leads to (29)
Since these underlined cases refer to the large part of CDMA applications, the following sections will be developed by considering to be constant. Moreover, the CDMA signal of case 1) has the property of being piecewise constant even after the nonlinearity, which will allow an analytical characterization of the NLD noise.
To conclude the section, let us check and validate the model which describes the input of the decision device, as in (25), by comparing it to the simulated process of . We should obtain and . This comparison is shown in Table I for an asynchronous CDMA system with 8 QPSK users, , and different working points on the HPA (indicated by the OBO defined in the Appendix). The results show that the center of the constellation clouds at the receiver is quite accurately described by the complex parameter , whereas the NLD noise is practically uncorrelated to the other parts of the signal. Let us note that parameter is independent of the number of users and can be analytically evaluated by using (16) provided that the total input power, , remains constant. It depends on the HPA characteristics and on the working point at the HPA. More complete results concerning are depicted in Fig. 2 for different HPAs and different numbers of users They show a good accuracy when the number of . From this figure, we also note that the larger compression is introduced by the SSPA for a value of the OBO larger than 1.2 dB and by the TWTA for a value of the OBO smaller than 1.2 dB.
IV. BEP EVALUATION
The evaluation of error probability requires the knowledge of the first-order statistical description, e.g., the pdf, of the zero mean random components appearing in (25): the MAI (for the nonorthogonal CDMA systems) and the NLD noise . We first assume, as is typical in the CDMA literature for nonorthogonal CDMA, that is a Gaussian distributed random variable [14] . This assumption is reliable if the number of users and spreading factor are sufficiently large. Its variance, , can be easily evaluated [14] , [15] when spreading codes are assumed to be random codes, leading to (30) where is a parameter that depends on chip waveform and on the form of synchronism. We have and for asynchronous CDMA and chip-synchronous or synchronous (not orthogonal) CDMA, respectively, and rectangular chip waveform; we have and , respectively, for a root raised cosine chip waveform with roll-off factor .
We also assume the NLD noise to be Gaussian with variance , as in OFDM systems [8] , after noting that it is the sum of identically distributed, though not uncorrelated, r.v.s. This conjecture can be experimentally verified by means of simulation. It is expected that the Gaussian model tends to fail at the tails and its accuracy improves as increases. The Gaussian assumption will be also checked at the error probability level: at this level the relevance of tail effects in the results should be easily recognized.
By means of these assumptions, the error probability can be easily evaluated. For BPSK and QPSK systems, we can directly evaluate the BEP, referred to as random coding as an example, as (31) In this expression, the variance of the NLD noise, , has not yet been specified. Let us note that standard error probability analysis could be also applied to other modulation formats since the Gaussian assumption is a consequence of the large number of components in the CDMA signal and not of their structure.
The NLD noise variance could be generally evaluated through a simulation. Alternatively, it is possible, in principle, to estimate the in-band NLD noise power by exploiting the power spectral density of the random process . This case has been addressed in [9] and [10] for a minimum bandwidth system with a stationary input process . However, for CDMA with rectangular chip waveform, it can be analytically evaluated in a simple way, leading to a completely analytical performance evaluation. In fact, in this case, the output of the nonlinearity is again a superposition of rectangular pulses: they are chip-aligned in chip-synchronous systems and not aligned in the other cases. In chip-synchronous systems, the additive disturbance has the following form: (32) where is a unitary rectangular pulse defined in the range and is the value of at the th symbol interval on the th chip. It becomes, after filtering and sampling, (33) Its variance, , can be easily evaluated as (34) where (35) due to the uncorrelation between and the HPA input , and (36) is the power of the whole signal at the output of the HPA.
is the power at the input of the HPA and is the power of the additional disturbance at the output.
In the asynchronous case, it becomes, for large values of OBO, i.e., when tends to have the form of (37) In fact, as the variance of the sampled filtered output version of is , the same stands for . We will use this asymptotic approximation for any value of OBO after a validation by means of simulation. Let us note that the chip-synchronous CDMA performance represents an upper bound of asynchronous CDMA performance. It is also possible to show that, in both cases, from (24), we have (38) This equation also holds for orthogonal CDMA with and a rectangular chip waveform, where variables are uncorrelated, i.e.,
. They are uncorrelated because the variables , a function of only, are uncorrelated, being Gaussian and uncorrelated and hence statistically independent.
The BEP of (31) can be written as a function of the signal-tonoise ratio (SNR) of each single user (39) by a suitable manipulation of (36)-(39), leading to (40) Hence, is a function of , the number of users and parameters [16] (41) (42) which represent the inverse of the signal-to-nonlinear-distortion-noise ratio before and after the receiver filter, respectively, and depend on the power amplifier model and the working point on the amplifier (see the Appendix). It should be noted that , for CDMA with a rectangular chip waveform, so it can be evaluated analytically, leading to a completely analytical evaluation of ; in other cases, the parameter should be derived from numerical tables obtained by simulation. Moreover, a closed-form expression of and for IPA and SSPA is reported in [16] .
The accuracy of the evaluation of the NLD noise variance can be verified by comparing it with the simulation results in Fig. 3 , obtained for the TWTA and the IPA, respectively. We find good agreement with the exception of the very small values of (working point far from saturation) which suffer from numerical inaccuracy (limit of the simulation) and inaccuracy of the statistical model for the NL block input signal (tails of Gaussian distribution). However, in this case, i.e., when the working point is in the quasi-linear region, NL effects tend to be negligible. This comparison shows that the analytical evaluation of is reliable, even for the asynchronous systems at small values of OBO.
In the numerical results, the accuracy of Gaussian assumption for the NLD noise will be tested by comparing the asymptotic BEP (43) obtained without AWGN ( approaching infinity), with the simulation results. Asymptotic BEP depends on NLD noise and MAI only and is directly related to the system load . What has been developed up to this point is the basis for the analytical evaluation of the TD.
V. TOTAL DEGRADATION
In this section, we derive the TD for the CDMA system by extending the analytical framework developed in [16] for OFDM system. The TD is a performance figure which describe the difference between the maximum power of the HPA and the output power of a linear amplifier required to guarantee a predefined BEP. It depends on the working point and there is an optimum working point where TD is minimum. Therefore, it allows the design of the optimum working point which minimizes the power required to the HPA in the link budget.
The TD is defined as dB dB dB dB (44) where and are the ratios required to guarantee a BEP with and without nonlinearities, respectively, and dB dB dB is the difference in decibels between the maximum output power (see the Appendix) and the effective output power. The SNRs can be derived from (40) as (45) (46) where is such that . Finally, the TD can be written as dB (47) The function can be also evaluated by using the parametric form as in [16] . 
VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS
To obtain the following numerical results, we have considered the three types of HPA model described in the Appendix and a CDMA system with rectangular pulse shaping having Walsh orthogonal codes with (orthogonal system) or Gold codes with (asynchronous system).
A. Accuracy of the Model
By means of Fig. 4 , it is possible to check the accuracy of Gaussian assumption for the NLD noise by comparing for TWTA the asymptotic BEP, , with the simulation results. It shows an interesting behavior: in the asynchronous systems, the asymptotic performance results to be limited by the MAI which does not depend on OBO, whereas in the orthogonal CDMA performance is limited by the NLD noise (MAI not present). In fact, by looking at (40), when tends to infinity, the performance depends on the sum that becomes in the asynchronous case. However, parameter is usually much smaller than 1 and approaches 1 only near the minimum asymptotic OBO. Therefore, for the asynchronous system the accuracy of the evaluation of is that of the standard Gaussian approximation for , whereas for orthogonal CDMA the accuracy is quite good.
B. Total Degradation
The analytical results concerning TD are reported in Figs. 5-7. Fig. 5 shows the degradation (for TWTA and for ), as a function of OBO (decibels) and number of users , for orthogonal and asynchronous CDMA. We can note that the degradation becomes noticeable for asynchronous system when the number of users approaches its maximum capacity (20 BPSK users or 10 QPSK users at ). It is also found that the minimum degradation for orthogonal CDMA is slightly larger than that of asynchronous CDMA at the maximum capacity, e.g., 5 dB for BPSK and 6.5 dB for QPSK. This means that the link budget degradation is important when the CDMA system is full loaded. Let us also note that larger degradations are found for SSPA (see Fig. 7 ), whereas for TWTA the OBO cannot be decreased below 1.1 dB.
A comparison between the different HPA models, in term of minimum TD (optimal working point), is illustrated in Fig. 6 , for asynchronous CDMA. The figure shows the capacity degradation with respect to the linear case (in this case, the system can host 20 BPSK users) when link-budget and HPA constraints limit the maximum acceptable TD to a fixed value. As an example, no more than 16 users can be hosted if we can tolerate up to 4 dB of TD for TWTA, i.e., we lose 4 users. By comparing the results of TWTA and SSPA to those of IPA, we can estimate the gain in capacity obtainable by applying an ideal predistortion technique (as an example, we gain 2 users with dB). On the other hand, by fixing the capacity, we can evaluate the amount of degradation we can eliminate. In fact, we gain about 1.5 dB in the link-budget with 18 users.
If we compare the results obtained for the orthogonal CDMA with those obtained in [8] for a OFDM system, we can note that they are quite similar. This similarity depends on the fact Since the effects of the nonlinearity and MAI can be translated into a decrease of SNR, they can be of course mitigated by using coding techniques. MAI in asynchronous systems can also be counteracted by utilizing multiuser receiving technique; however, when we increase the system capacity in this way, we also encounter a greater degradation due to nonlinearities. To show this effect, we can approximately count for MAI reduction by inserting in (47), in place of , a modified coefficient , where represents the fraction of remaining MAI. The results for an SSPA are shown in Fig. 7 , where 30% MAI means . Here, we can see that the possibility of increasing the capacity from 8 to 27 users leads to an increased degradation of more than 7 dB.
C. Power-Limited CDMA Systems
The next results to characterize power-limited CDMA systems, i.e., CDMA systems where the total maximum transmitter power is a fixed constraint, as in realistic cases. Let us assume the maximum output sinusoidal power of the HPA fixed to . The following equation is therefore a constraint for the system that must always be verified:
The parameter is the ratio between the maximum carrier power and noise power in a bandwidth numerically equal to user bit rate.
With this constraint, we have first evaluated the BEP as a function of the SNR and the number of users [the OBO values are therefore given by (48)] for a fixed . The curves in Fig. 8 , carried out for a TWTA, emphasize two regions: in the first one performance is noise limited, and in the second one performance is power limited. As expected, the maximum allowed related to a minimum value of OBO depends on , due to (48). For each we can compute the working point on the HPA which leads to the best performance, i.e., the minimum BEP . Note that this can be exploited in those applications where the choice of the working point is not constrained by stringent requirements on the out-of-band emissions.
The minimum BEP is plotted against in Fig. 9 for a fixed and for the three HPA models. The curves establish a relationship between performance and capacity for a power-limited asynchronous CDMA systems, which can be compared to the well-known relationship of the MAI-limited system without nonlinearities. As expected, due to power limitation, we lose a fraction of the capacity available from the system without limitations. This penalty is only slightly influenced by the HPA model chosen.
To obtain the best performance under every set of system load conditions, a suitable equipment able to control the working point of the HPA is needed at the transmitter, provided that this choice is not constrained by spectral requirements. The optimal control strategy would be the strategy which tracks the minimum error probability. We investigate here the behavior of two simpler, but nonoptimal, strategies to check if one of them is able to set the working point near the optimum: the first one tries to keep constant adapting the OBO to the number of users, the second one tries to keep OBO constant adapting
. By looking at Fig. 8 , we do not expect a good behavior from the first strategy, since the points at the minimum error probability have different . Moreover, with the first strategy has to be chosen in order to keep the output power below the saturation for a given maximum number of users. On the contrary, by looking at Fig. 10 , which shows the error probability as a function of OBO for a fixed , we note that the points at minimum error probability are quite aligned. Hence, the second strategy, with an appropriate OBO, should follow better the optimal strategy. Fig. 11 compares the two strategies: for the first strategy a maximum of BPSK users has been chosen corresponding to dB and dB for dB and dB, respectively . The figure indicates that the second algorithm gives better results, due to the fact that the first strategy leads to a worse HPA power utilization when the number of users decreases. The second strategy is not upper limited by , since the performance soft degrades when increases. Obviously, the two strategies give the same results for .
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, an analytical description of the effects of HPA nonlinearities on the performance of a CDMA systems has been presented, for both synchronous (orthogonal) and asynchronous CDMA. It has been shown that, in a broad range of cases, the nonlinear distortion in the decision variables at the receiver can be modeled by means of a complex scale factor and an additive uncorrelated Gaussian noise: its variance and the scale factor have been evaluated analytically. Nonlinear distortion noise is usually smaller than MAI in asynchronous systems. This model, whose accuracy has been checked by means of simulation, has allowed an easy analytical evaluation of the TD for some classes of HPA models. The results have shown the degradation in the link-budget and in the capacity due to in-band nonlinear distor- tion effects. The methodology presented can be potentially extended to study systems with any nonlinearity model and MAI reduction techniques.
APPENDIX HPA MODELS
Three different models for the nonlinear HPA have been considered to obtain the numerical results. The TWTA model, as in [12] , is identified by the following AM-AM and AM-PM characteristics: (49) where is the input saturation voltage. The output voltage at the saturation point is . The SSPA model considered here is the simplest one of a family of characteristics described as in [17] : its AM-AM and AM-PM functions are, respectively, and
where is the output saturation voltage. The soft-envelope limiter [18] is useful to model a transmitter with HPA and ideal predistortion technique and is described by the following AM-AM and AM-PM functions:
(51) where . The OBO is commonly used to identify the working point on the nonlinear HPA, and it is defined as (52) where is the maximum sinusoidal output power and is the effective mean output power.
